
SAN FRANCISCO: A US judge on Friday ordered
Apple to loosen control over its App Store payment
system, a blow to the global tech giant sparked by
its anti-trust battle with Fortnite maker Epic Games.

In a ruling with significant potential to alter the
digital economy, Apple will no longer be allowed to
force developers to use its tightly-controlled sales
tool. It’s a change loudly demanded by app produc-
ers because of the up to 30 percent commission on
purchases, however the judge also ruled that Epic
had not proved its claim of illegal monopoly-which
prompted a sigh of relief from Apple.

Lawsuits, rules and probes have piled up for the
iPhone maker, but it was noncommittal about chal-
lenging the ruling and instead lauded the anti-trust
portion by saying: “We consider this a huge win for
Apple.” Epic for its part branded the judgment as
essentially a loss for app developers who rely on the
App Store in the multi-billion-dollar mobile gaming
industry, and for consumers.

“We will fight on,” Epic CEO Tim Sweeney tweet-
ed, and a company spokesperson later confirmed
they would appeal. Friday’s order says Apple is per-
manently barred from prohibiting developers from

including in their apps “external links or other calls to
action that direct customers to purchasing mecha-
nisms.” “Apple enjoys considerable market share of
over 55 percent and extraordinarily high profit mar-
gins... (but) Success is not illegal,” California federal
Judge Yvonne Gonzalez Rogers wrote.

“Epic Games failed in its burden to demonstrate
Apple is an illegal monopolist,” she added. The
decision noted that Apple violated California’s laws
against unfair competition, however.

The two firms clashed in a lawsuit over whether
Apple has the right to set ground rules, control pay-
ment systems and kick out apps from its market-
place that fail to comply. Also at stake was Apple’s
slice of revenue from iPhone apps of as much as 30
percent. Apple booted Fortnite from its online
mobile marketplace after Epic released an update
that dodged revenue sharing with the iPhone maker.

A win for Apple? 
However, even before Friday’s decision Apple

started to cede ground on its App Store dominance,
including in an agreement with Japanese regulators.
It also faces the legislation adopted by South

Korean lawmakers, which banned Apple and Google
from forcing app developers to use the tech giants’
payment systems.

Analyst Carolina Milanesi noted the anti-trust
aspect of the case was what really had Apple’s
attention, with a ruling against it potentially opening
the doors for challenges from lawmakers and prose-
cutors. “For me, it is a win for Apple in that the
judge clearly said they are not engaging in monop-
olistic behavior,” she told AFP. “I don’t think it is a
problem for Apple from a revenue perspective.”

Some US lawmakers also noted the anti-trust
aspect of the case could not be ignored, noting
courts have not tackled the issue. “Congress must
enact rules of the road to ensure free and fair com-
petition online,” said the joint statement from repre-
sentatives Jerrold Nadler and David Cicilline.

“It is clear that courts continue to narrowly inter-
pret the antitrust laws in favor of monopolies and
against consumers, workers, and small businesses,”
they added. Apple opened its App Store in July
2008, a year after the release of the first iPhone.
The shop, stocked with mobile apps tailored for
devices powered by iOS mobile software, was

quickly imitated by rival smartphone makers.
It ignited an entire economy where developers

big or small could make money with “an app for
that,” from games or social networking to summon-
ing car rides or ordering food.

The App Store-the lone gateway onto the more
than one billion iPhones in use around the world-has
grown to include more than 1.8 million apps. —AFP
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This file illustration photo shows the Apple app store logo
reflected from an iPhone onto the back of an iMac in Los
Angeles. —AFP

What’s the impact 
of Apple app store 
court ruling?
SAN FRANCISCO: Apple was forced to loosen the
grip it holds on its App Store payment system, after
US judge ruled Friday in a closely watched battle
with Fortnite maker Epic Games.

Though app makers will be able to take steps to
skirt the up to 30 percent commission Apple takes
on sales, the tech giant avoided being branded an
illegal monopoly in the case.

Here are some key questions on the App Store
and the impact of the ruling:

How does the App Store work? 
The App Store acts as the lone gateway for

mobile applications of any kind onto iPhones or oth-
er Apple devices. Apple requires developers to
adhere to its rules for what apps can or can’t do, and
makes them use the App Store payment system for
all transactions there.

Apple takes a commission of up to 30 percent of
app purchases or transactions, contending it is a fair
fee for providing a safe, global platform for develop-
ers to hawk their creations. Apple maintains that 85
percent of the approximately 1.8 million apps at the
digital shop pay nothing to the Silicon Valley based
tech giant. 

What was the ruling? 
The ruling by US District Court Judge Yvonne

Gonzalez-Rogers said that Apple’s control of the
App Store did not amount to a monopoly, but that it
must let developers include links to other online ven-
ues for buying content or services. App makers will
be able to provide links that users can click on to
take them to another website to buy content or oth-
erwise interact.

Apple can still require its payment system be
used for in-app purchases, meaning it should still get
its share of transactions such as buying virtual gear
in a game or a subscription.

Gonzalez Rogers wrote that Apple violated
California’s laws against unfair competition but that it
was not “an anti-trust monopolist... for mobile gam-
ing transactions.”

Big change? 
The biggest change lovers of Apple mobile gadg-

ets might notice is that apps should start showcasing
links enticing them to leave the App Store to spend
money. Apple representatives called the ruling a vali-
dation of the App Store business model. The judge
did not order Apple to let Fortnite back in the App
Store, and studio’s CEO Tim Sweeney tweeted the
game would only return “when and where Epic can
offer in-app payment in fair competition with Apple.”

Bite out of Apple’s revenue ?
It will be difficult to estimate what sort of bite the

ruling will take from the company’s income. Most of
the offerings at the App Store are created by small
developers who haven’t built their own payment sys-
tems the way Epic Games runs its own online shop,
noted analyst Carolina Milanesi.

Small developers likely see benefits to using
Apple’s payment system and provided perks, such as
promoting apps or handling refunds, the analyst rea-
soned. App users might also feel more comfortable
trusting transactions on Apple’s platform rather than
entering credit card or other information in on third-
party websites. “How many developers can do some-
thing else when it comes to payment systems and
how many customers are interested in using some-
thing else?” Milanesi asked.

“I don’t think this ruling is a problem for Apple
from a revenue perspective.”

And, Apple may be planning to more than offset
any lost revenue with its own advertising business,
according to the analyst.  —AFP
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Cash is king in 
Venezuela real
estate market 
CARACAS: Gustavo Martinez has a
stable job as an engineer at an oil
company in Caracas, but  he can
only dream of buying an apartment
because Venezuela’s inflation, the
highest in the world, has crippled
real estate financing. With banks
not offering loans, would-be home-
owners  are  expected to pay for
property in a single or handful of
installments, using wire transfers,
checks and even briefcases full of
US dollars.

The national currency, the boli-
var, has lost 73 percent of its value
to the dollar so far this year, and a
single US dollar now costs 4 million
bolivars. The greenback, though not
official currency, is widely used to
pay for goods and services across
Venezuela and it is the only accept-
ed means of payment in real estate
transactions.

But in a country with a minimum
public service wage of just $2 per
month, Venezuelans often cannot
afford even to rent and many young
adults, including couples, end up
l iv ing  wi th  the i r  parents  much
longer  than  they had p lanned.
Venezuela’s eye-watering inflation,
hovering around 3,000 percent ,
means that banks are loath to risk
giving out loans in bolivars. In the
rare event they do, the repayment
per iod i s  genera l ly  under  s ix
months.

There are no credit cards either.
And in January, the government said
banks could give out loans in dol-
lars only with the permission of the
Centra l  Bank, making i t  a  near-
impossibility.

‘No job pays you that’ 
As a result , Venezuelan banks

have given out only $140 million in
loans to a population of some 30
million, compared to $14 billion in
loans  in  ne ighbor ing Colombia ,
which has some 50 million people.

Of the total loan amount, only
$840,000 or  0 .6  percent , were
mortgage loans, based on official
f igures  re leased in  March.
Economist Cesar Aristimuno told
AFP this was a sharp drop from 7.2
percent in 2014, before a global
crash in  o i l  pr ices  tanked
Venezuela ’s  economy, heavi ly
dependent  on crude exports .
Martinez, the oil company engineer
in Caracas, is  luckier than most .
After  moving to  the capi ta l  in
January, he l ived with his grand-
mother for a while but is now rent-
ing an apartment with his girlfriend.
Martinez, 30, did not want to reveal
how much he earns, but he said it is
more than the average Venezuelan
salary of $50 a month. Apartment
rents in a modest suburb of the cap-
ital start from $150, according to
realtor Carolina Quintero.

“An apartment  costs  about
$50,000 dollars. No job pays you
that,” Martinez told AFP. “Much less
will you be able to pay it in a single
insta lment .”  The f igure he men-
tioned can buy a flat of about 800
square feet (74 square meters) in a
middle- income neighborhood in

Caracas. There are no public figures
on how many Venezuelans live at
home into their 30s or 40s, but it is
a widely-observed phenomenon.

‘Something of my own’ 
While buying a home remains a

distant dream for most Venezuelans,
the country’s eager, though infor-
mal , adopt ion of  the dol lar  as  a
shield against inflation has given the
real estate sector at least a bit of a
boost over the past two years. “In
2019 we grew five percent and we
hope to close with more than 20
percent in 2021,” says Francisco
Lopez, president of the Real Estate
Chamber of Venezuela.

Most  t ransact ions , expla ined
Quintero, are conducted via trans-
fers  f rom foreign banks, though
buyers may be required to provide a

deposit of up to 20 percent in cash.
A growing number of properties are
being bought and sold on social
media by agents who provide their
own down payment options, such as
requiring an initial investment of a
third of the purchase price, with 11
months to pay the rest.

And of course there are the loan
sharks , charging 15 percent  per
month in interest and demanding
guarantees  that  can  t r ip le  the
amount of the loan to be paid back.

Mart inez  s t i l l  hopes  to  buy
“something of my own” one day,
and he told AFP he was dabbling in
small-scale investments as a way of
saving some money. “It would have
been great if there was a system of
loans in dollars so that people who
can afford the down payments can
get credit,” he said. —AFP

Russia says divisive 
Nord Stream 2 
pipeline complete
MOSCOW: Russia announced Friday the completion of
the controversial Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline to
Germany, a project that has raised US concerns, divided
Europe and angered EU ally Ukraine.

Nord Stream 2 is expected to double natural gas sup-
plies from Russia to Germany, but it has raised tensions
between the European Union and Washington. Critics
say the pipeline will increase Europe’s dependence on
Russian gas and bypass Ukraine. The head of the
Gazprom energy giant, Alexei Miller, announced Friday
that construction was “fully completed.” A key controver-
sy is that the pipeline diverts supplies from an existing
route through Ukraine and is expected to deprive the
EU’s partner of crucial transit fees from Russia.

Ukraine-in conflict with Russia since Moscow’s 2014
annexation of Crimea-has warned Europe that the
pipeline could be used by Moscow as “a dangerous
geopolitical weapon”. “Ukraine will fight this political
project, before and after its completion and even after
the gas is turned on,” Sergiy Nykyforov, the spokesman
of Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky, told AFP. A
US State Department spokeswoman, Jalina Porter, said
Washington would “continue to oppose this pipeline as a
Russian geopolitical project that’s a bad deal for
Europe.”

But Russian foreign ministry spokeswoman Maria
Zakharova said critics should end efforts to block the
project and instead agree “mutually beneficial terms” for
its operation.

“It is clear to everyone, including critics of Nord
Stream 2 and those who desperately opposed its con-
struction, that it cannot be stopped,” she said. Kremlin

spokesman Dmitry Peskov called for the project to be
launched “as soon as possible” and said that “everyone”
would benefit from it.

German government spokesman Steffen Seibert said
that Nord Stream 2 had submitted a relevant applica-
tion to the Federal Network Agency in order to begin
operations.

Running from Russia’s Baltic coast to northeastern
Germany, the underwater, 1,200-kilometre (745-mile)
pipeline follows the same route as Nord Stream 1, which
was completed over a decade ago.

Like its predecessor, Nord Stream 2 will be able to
pipe 55 billion cubic metres of gas per year to Europe,
increasing the continent’s access to relatively cheap nat-
ural gas at a time of falling domestic production.

‘Victory for Russia’ 
“It’s a victory for Russia, especially taking into

account the huge opposition the project has faced, from
the US but also from European countries,” Dmitry
Marinchenko, a Fitch analyst, told AFP. Besides Ukraine,
countries such as Slovakia, the Czech Republic and
Poland risk losing transit fees because of the pipeline, he
added.

Gazprom has a majority stake in the 10-billion-euro
($12-billion) project. Germany’s Uniper and Wintershall,
France’s Engie, the Anglo-Dutch firm Shell and Austria’s
OMV are also involved.

Former German chancellor Gerhard Schroeder serves
as chairman of the Nord Stream’s shareholders commit-
tee. Russia and Germany insist Nord Stream 2 is a com-
mercial project, but analysts disagree about its economic
benefits.

A 2018 report by German think-tank DIW said it was
unnecessary and undertaken based on forecasts that
“significantly overestimate” demand in Germany and
Europe.

Germany, Europe’s top economy, imports around 40
percent of its gas from Russia, and Berlin believes the
pipeline has a role to play in the country’s transition away
from coal and nuclear energy.

US olive branch 
US sanctions on Russian vessels laying the pipeline

succeeded in delaying Nord Stream 2, angering
Germany. But President Joe Biden, eager to rebuild
transatlantic ties that were badly strained by his prede-
cessor Donald Trump, waived sanctions in May on the
Russian-controlled company behind the project. Analysts
saw the move as an olive branch to Berlin, whose support
Washington is counting on in the face of other chal-
lenges, including a rising China. Zelensky has said the
sanctions waiver is a win for Russian President Vladimir
Putin. Reaffirming support for Ukraine, Biden hosted
Zelensky at the White House in September.

After the meeting, Zelensky said Biden had assured
him Washington would impose sanctions on the pipeline
if there were “violations” from Russia that would create
problems for Ukraine’s energy security. Critics of
Washington’s opposition to the pipeline point out that
the US also wants to boost sales of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) to Europe. —AFP

CARACAS: Apartment buildings are reflected in the windows of another one in the
middle class neighborhood of Los Palos Grandes in Caracas. —AFP

This undated handout picture taken in September 2021 and
provided by Nord Stream 2 AG, shows specialists on the lay-
barge Fortuna performing an above water tie-in during the
final stage of Nord Stream 2 pipeline construction in the
Baltic Sea.  —AFP


